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Abstract
The popularity of data- and scientific-oriented applications, abundance of on-demand compute resources, and scarcity of domain expert programmers have given rise to high-level scripting languages. These high-level scripting languages offer a fast way to translate ideas into code, but tend to incur a heavy performance overhead. In order to alleviate the performance penalty, each implementation of these languages often offers a compilation path to a subset of the language.

In this paper we present the design and implementation of the Wolfram Language compiler, the production compiler for the Wolfram Language. We show how popular language features and runtime behavior, expected by Wolfram Language developers, are efficiently implemented within the compiler. We then show how the compiler provides a friction-less path to migrate programs from the interpreter to the compiler. We evaluate the compiler and show that compiled code matches the performance of highly tuned hand-written C code. The compiler has been released as a prominent feature of Wolfram Engine v12 and is readily available to developers.
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1 Introduction
The abundance of on-demand computer resources and the shortage of programmers have given rise to modern scripting languages such as Python, R, and the Wolfram Language. These scripting languages are interpreted and generally favor ease of use and productivity over performance, allowing fast translation from ideas to prototype implementations. However, because of the interpreted nature of these languages, performance is sacrificed. Code that worked well solving small scale problems tends to break down as the problem sizes grow. This is mainly because of interpreter overhead [43, 72]. Therefore, it is common for these scripting language to have a mechanism which omits certain language features to enable them to be compiled or to be interpreted...

The Wolfram Language [8, 48, 88, 102], first released in 1988 [90, 97], is an interpreted language which is widely used within both research and industry to solve engineering, mathematical, and data science problems. While initially targeted towards mathematicians and physicists as a computer algebra system, it has matured into a fully fledged language which supports computational domains such as: algebra, number theory, machine learning, graph theory, statistics, computer vision, differential equations, etc. Programmers tend to use Wolfram Notebooks [99, 103] as their programming interface to develop and evaluate code (shown in Figure 1). The language design [101] is unique in that it has wide coverage of interoperable computational domains, blends symbolic and numerical methods, offers many high-level programming constructs and supports a wide range of visualization modalities. For example, a program which generates a $10 \times 10$ matrix of random variates sampled from a normal distribution and sums each row is written\(^1\) as Total [RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[], {{10, 10}}]]. Using the Wolfram Language to write programs makes development easier, natural, succinct, and efficient, boosting programmers productivity.

To decrease the interpreter overhead, a lightweight bytecode compiler was introduced in the Wolfram Language V2 [87]. This bytecode compiler supports around 200 commonly used functions (mainly numerical computation for linear algebra, differential equations, and optimization). The generated bytecode is run within a stack-based [68] Wolfram Virtual Machine (WVM).

There are two modes of operation for the bytecode compiler. The first is when a user explicitly invokes the compiler using the Compile keyword. Figure 1 shows that minor modification are needed to explicitly call the compiler (\texttt{ln[2]}\(^2\)) on an interpreted function (\texttt{ln[n]}). The bytecode compiled function achieves a $2 \times$ speedup over the interpreted function when the input length is 100,000. The second mode of operation is when a high level function invoke the compiler internally. This compilation is implicit to the user and we call this auto compilation. Many numerical functions such as NMinimize, NDSolve, and FindRoot perform auto compilation implicitly to accelerate the evaluation of function calls. Code such as FindRoot[Sin[x] + E^x, {x, 0}] which finds the root of the equation $\sin(x) + e^x$ around 0 performs auto compilation of the input function (i.e. \texttt{Sin[x] + E^x}) and achieves a $1.6 \times$ speedup over an uncompiled version. Because of the performance boost, the bytecode compiler is popular among users.

\(^1\)Whenever possible, we use full Wolfram programs as examples. As the function definitions and syntax may not be familiar to the reader, all text colored blue are linked to the corresponding symbol’s documentation page.

While the bytecode compiler has proved to be popular, it has some inherent limitations in terms of: \textbf{Expressiveness} — many functions within the Wolfram Language cannot be compiled; e.g. functions operating on strings, symbolic expressions, etc. \textbf{Extensibility} — users are unable to extend the compiler by adding datatypes, function definitions, or optimizations. \textbf{Performance} — the performance of the compiled code is limited by bytecode interpretation/JIT cost. Furthermore, compile time and bytecode execution time degrade as the number of supported bytecode instructions increases. Aside from the design issues, implementation choices has hindered: \textbf{Development} — the compiler is written in C and therefore is inaccessible to Wolfram Language developers. \textbf{Distribution} — the compiler is implemented as part of the Wolfram Engine and cannot be distributed independently, which means that each update of the compiler requires an update release of the entire Wolfram Engine. These design and implementation choices limit the bytecode compiler’s wider adoptions and slow down its development.

As a result, a new compiler was proposed to address these design and implementation issues. During the new compiler design, we identified useful features and behaviors that we want to carry over from the bytecode compiler. The bytecode compiler is \(^3\) hosted within the Wolfram Language interpreter which allows Wolfram programs to intermix interpreted and compiled code. The bytecode compiler has a \(^4\) soft runtime failure mode; runtime errors (such as numerical overflows) can be handled by re-evaluating the code using the interpreter as a fallback. Bytecode compiled functions are \(^5\) abortable by users and do not exit the Wolfram Engine process, and do not pollute the interpreter’s state. The bytecode compiler \(^6\) supports multiple backends, such as a C backend, which makes it possible to export compiled functions for usage within other applications.

This paper describes our experience in designing a new Wolfram Language compiler as shipped within Wolfram Engine V12 [86, 96, 98]. The new design addresses limitations \(^7\), maintains features \(^8\), and supports additional capabilities (shown in Table 1) that would otherwise not be possible within the bytecode compiler. We designed the compiler as a staged pipeline [50, 64] and implemented it using the Wolfram programming language as a distributable package. Developing within the compiler is simple: as users can write pipeline stages using the Wolfram Language and inject them into any stage within the pipeline at runtime. To allow for more expressiveness, a type system [17, 52, 53] with wider support for datatypes has been introduced. To increase the generality of user defined functions, functions are defined polymorphically and can be type qualified [44, 45]. Users can compile a larger subset of the Wolfram Language which includes operations on strings and symbolic expression. Finally, the compiler JITs the compiled functions into native assembly and thus avoids degradation of performance.
due to bytecode interpretation. While the compiler targets the Wolfram Language, the design of the compiler and its solutions to these challenges are applicable to other languages and compilers (see Section 4.8).

This paper describes key components of the new Wolfram Language compiler and is structured as follows. Section 2 first overviews the Wolfram Language and describe how the language and programming environment impacts the compiler’s design. Section 3 describes the objectives and constraints of the new compiler. Section 4 proposes a new compiler which addresses these challenges. Sections 5 and 6 describe the implementation and evaluation of the new compiler. Section 7 details previous work and we conclude in Section 8.

2 Background and Motivation

This section will give a taste of the Wolfram Language and describe how it impacts the new compiler’s design. We will then describe the previous bytecode compiler and Wolfram Notebook programming environment.

2.1 Language Overview

The Wolfram Language is a dynamic, untyped language that was first released in 1988. The language [89] is interpreted within the Wolfram Engine and provides an ecosystem for developing applications that leverage knowledge bases, visualization, symbolic reasoning, and numerical computation. The language is well documented [1, 81, 83, 89] and is used globally by educators, students, researchers, scientists, financial analysts, and mathematicians. The breadth of its features makes it a powerful and wide reaching tool for solving many technical and computation problems. To aid in understanding the rest of the paper, we will describe some basics of the Wolfram Language. Consider the Fibonacci function which can be defined recursively by:

\[ \text{fib} = \text{Function}[(n), \text{If}[n < 1, 1, \text{fib}[n-1]+\text{fib}[n-2]]] \]

This statement defines a variable fib and binds it to function with a single argument n. When the function is called, e.g. fib[10] (or using the function application \text{fib}\{10\} shorthand), the body of the function (the If statement) is executed, which causes further recursive executions of the fib function. A slightly more complicated example is the random walk function shown in Figure 1 (ln[1]) and repeatedly here:

\[ \text{interpreted} = \text{Function}[(\text{len}), \]

\[ \text{NestList[} \]

\[ \quad \text{Module}[(\text{arg} = \text{RandomReal}([0, 2\pi])), \]

\[ \quad (-\text{Cos}[\text{arg}], \text{Sin}[\text{arg}]) + \# \]

\[ \text{}]&, \]

\[ \{0, 0\}, \]

\[ \text{len} \]

\[ ]; \]

\[ ^{2}\text{A function }f\text{ can also be defined as a list of DownValues rules that transform its arguments.} \]

This function defines a new variable \text{interpreted} and binds it to a function with one argument. The function body invokes \text{NestList} which is a high level primitive (similar to fold in other languages) which takes an input function (first argument) and iteratively constructs a list by applying it repeatedly to the initial input (second argument) \(n\)-times (third argument) — returning a new list of length \(n+1\). In each iteration, the output of the function in the previous iteration becomes the input of the function for current iteration; \text{NestList}[f, x, 3] evaluates to \(\{x, f[x], f[f[x]], f[f[f[x]]]\}\). In this example, the input function to \text{NestList} is defined using the shorthand notation for \text{Function}(\&)) and takes an argument which is substituted into the \text{Slot}(#) within this inner function, \text{Module} is used to introduce a new scoped variable \text{arg}. The \text{arg} variable is set to a random real value uniformly selected between 0 and \(2\pi\). The inner function uses the scoped variable to construct the list \((-\text{Cos}[\text{arg}], \text{Sin}[\text{arg}])\) and add it to the inner function’s input.

The examples demonstrate important principles of the language. We highlight these along with other language features:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Untyped, Functional, and High-Level} – The language requires no type annotations and is functional. The language provides high-level primitives and users tend to steer away from writing generic For loops and instead use high-level constructs such as: \text{NestList, FixedPoint, Map, Select, Fold}, and \text{Table}.
  \item \textbf{Symbolic Computation} – Unlike traditional languages, the Wolfram Language supports symbolic computation. A program such as \text{Sin}[x] is a valid symbolic expression; even if \text{x} is never defined. Wolfram programs leverages the combination of symbolic and numeric support to enable novel design decisions and use cases. For example, to find the root of the equation \text{sin}(x) + e^x around 0 one writes: \text{FindRoot}[\text{Sin}[x] + e^x, \{x, 0\}]\)\). The root solver symbolically computes the derivative of the input equation and uses Newton’s method to find the root at \text{x} \approx -0.588533 numerically.
  \item \textbf{Infinite Evaluation} – Expressions are evaluated infinitely until either a fixed point or recursion limit is reached. Consider the program \text{y=x;x=1;y}. The value of \text{y} in another language (such as Python or R) would be undefined or an error, but in the Wolfram Language the result is 1, since \text{y} evaluates to \text{x}, then \text{x} evaluates to 1, then 1 evaluates to itself — reaching a fixed point. As a consequence \text{x=x+1} results in an infinite loop if \text{x} is undefined, since the following \text{x=x+1} \rightarrow (x+1)+1 \rightarrow ((x+1)+1)+1 \rightarrow \ldots \text{rewrite occurs.}
\end{itemize}

2.2 ByteCode Compiler

A lightweight bytecode compiler [93] has been bundled with the Wolfram Engine since Version 2. Although limited, the bytecode compiler has proved to be very popular — being
used by users to improve the performance of their code. This section describes the bytecode compiler.

**Modes of Operations of the ByteCode Compiler** – The bytecode compiler targets numerical code, and translates a subset of the language (around 200 functions) into bytecode instructions which are then run within the Wolfram Virtual Machine. As described in the introduction, the bytecode compiler is used either implicitly or explicitly. The bytecode compiler is explicitly invoked using the `Compile` keyword. For example, Figure 1 (In[2]) shows that structural modifications are needed to explicitly compile the function using the bytecode compiler – namely changing `Function[{len}, ...]` into `Compile[{{len, _Integer}}, ...]`. The `Compile` inputs can be typed, otherwise they are assumed to be `Real`. The bytecode compiler is also implicitly used by users. Numeric functions such as `FindRoot[Sin[x] + E^x, x, 0]` automatically invoke the bytecode compiler to compile the input equation (as `Compile[{{x, _Real}}, Sin[x] + E^x]`) along with its derivative (`Compile[{{x, _Real}}, Cos[x] + E^x]`). The bytecode compiled version of these functions are then internally used by these numerical methods.

**Internals and Flow** – By default, the bytecode compiler targets the Wolfram Virtual Machine. When a function is explicitly compiled, e.g.: `cf = Compile[{{x, _Real}}, Sin[x] + E^x]`, the bytecode compiler first performs optimizations on the AST, such as common sub-expression elimination [3, 20]. The optimized expression is then traversed in depth-first order to construct the bytecode instructions. If an expression is not supported by the compiler, then the compiler inserts a statement which invokes the interpreter at runtime to evaluate that expression. Along the way, the compiler propagates the types of intermediate variables and any unknown type is assumed to be a `Real`. Finally, register allocation is performed to reduce the total number of virtual machine registers required. A developer can examine the internal full serialized representation of the compiled function by looking at its `InputForm`:

```
In[1]/InputForm =
CompiledFunction[
  {11, 12, 5468},
  Compile[{{len, _Integer}, {3, 0, 0}, {3, 0, 1}, {}, {0, 0, 3, 0, 0},
             {40, 1, 3, 0, 3, 0, 1}, {40, 32, 3, 0, 3, 0, 2}, {13, 1, 2, 1},
             {1}, Function[{x}, Sin[x] + E^x]},]
```

The `CompiledFunction`’s compiler and engine versions are checked when the compiled functions is run. If the versions do not match the current environment, then code is recompiled using the input function. Functions that fail to compile, or produce a runtime errors, are run using the interpreter.

**Design Limitations of the ByteCode Compiler** – The bytecode compiler is designed as a single forward monolithic transformation with fixed optimizations and datatypes. The monolithic design [6, 77] means that adding optimizations requires working knowledge of the compiler’s internals. The compiler only supports a handful of datatypes that cannot be modified or extended by users and are: machine integers (int32 on 32-bit systems and int64 on 64-bit systems), reals, complex numbers, tensor representations of these scalars, and booleans. This means that performance is impacted due to wasted memory when trying to use compiled function on unsupported, small datatypes (int8, float16, etc.). The lack of expressive datatypes is also partially responsible for compilable functions being mostly confined to numerical functions. These design decisions has contributed to the bytecode compiler’s limitations in **Expressiveness**, **Development** and **Performance**.

**Implementation Limitations of the ByteCode Compiler** – Aside from the design issues, there are notable implementation issues with the bytecode compiler. The compiler is written in C and is inaccessible to Wolfram Language developers. The compiler is also heavily intertwined with the Wolfram Engine. Therefore it is not possible to distribute the bytecode compiler independently, and updates must coincide with updates to the Wolfram Engine (typically yearly). These implementation choices have slowed down rapid **Development and Distribution** of the compiler.

**2.3 Programming Environment**

There are two ways of programming with the Wolfram Language. IDEs and text editors [55, 65, 104] are used when developing large or non-interactive code. The Wolfram Notebook is targeted towards interactive scripting and prototyping where users write sharable computational documents containing a mixture of text, programs, data, and visualizations. The Wolfram Notebook offers a non-traditional programming interface and presents unique challenges to the compiler design such as: sessions cannot crash, code must be abortable, etc.

A typical Wolfram Notebook is shown in Figure 1. The notebook is divided into multiple cells. Code cells are labeled with `In[n]` where `n` represents the sequence of evaluation of the cells. Cells do not need to be evaluated sequentially. A Code cell can have a corresponding Output cell, labeled `Out[n]`. Figure 1 shows that the output of the `In[4]` (the `ListLinePlot[... ]` statement) is `Out[4]` (a graphics plot). The other cells shown in the figure are Text cells which are used to document the surrounding code.
3 Design Objectives and Constraints

The compiler is designed to maintain features found within the bytecode compiler and solve its design and implementation limitations (See Table 1).

Integration with Interpreter – Like the bytecode compiler, the new compiler must provide a seamless integration when used in the Wolfram interpreter. This means that the new compiler must conform to the same programming experience offered by the interpreter and compiled functions can be used as if they were any other Wolfram Language function.

Soft Failure Mode – More than anything, Wolfram code should evaluate correctly. For example, in the event of numerical expression evaluation overflow at run time, the Wolfram interpreter automatically switches to arbitrary precision arithmetic [70]. The Wolfram Virtual Machine mimics that, by detecting runtime errors and reverting to the interpreter’s for arbitrary precision arithmetic. The new compiler is expected to have the same behavior.

Abortable Evaluation – The Wolfram Notebook is a prevalent way of writing Wolfram code (see Section 2.3). It provides a novel interactive programming session where code is developed and evaluated iteratively. Inevitably, however, evaluating an expression might take a long time; either because the code has bad complexity or is an infinite loop. To abort an “infinite” evaluation, quitting the notebook is not an option, since it means losing the accumulated session state. Therefore, both the interpreter and the bytecode compiler have a mechanism to abort evaluation without exiting the notebook. To see that, consider evaluating the infinite loop

\[ i=0; \text{While[True, If[i>3, i=--, i++]]}. \]

If a user issues an abort, execution of the While expression should be aborted and the interpreter prompt returned to the user. The returned session state must be usable but it may be mutated by the aborted computation; e.g. the variable i in the previous program. Internally, a user triggers an abort interrupt which causes the interpreter to abort the evaluation of the current expression. The new compiler should maintain this behavior.

Backend Support – The current bytecode compiler is only able to target the Wolfram Virtual Machine or C language. Since Wolfram code can be used within the cloud [99], HPC systems [94], or micro-controllers [95], the new compiler is expected to support diverse backends. E.g. The compiler should support the option of compiling cloud deployed Wolfram Language functions into JavaScript or WebAssembly and run the deployed function on the client side rather than the server side.

Maintain Mutability Semantics – All Wolfram Language expressions are immutable; except for symbols. For example, operations that modify expressions operate on a copy. Consider the following function application:

\[ {{\# \text{String Replace}[\#, \text{"foo" \rightarrow \text{"grok"}]\#]} \text{["foobar"]}}. \]

The result, ("foobar", "grokbar"), is a copy and the original input string ("foobar") is not mutated. Symbols are mutable however. E.g. \(a = \text{"foo"}; a = \text{"bar"}. \) Data pointed to by the symbol can also be mutated. E.g. \(a\{1,2,3\}; a[3]=20; a \) would output \(1,2,-20\). Note that this does not affect any other references to the data. E.g. \(a\{1,2,3\}; b=a; a[3]=20; b \) would output \(1,2,3\). The Wolfram interpreter uses a reference counting mechanism to determine if copying is needed and the bytecode compiler performs copying on read. Too much copying can be a major performance limiting factor for bytecode compiled functions. The new compiler should maintain the mutability semantics in an efficient way.

Extensibility of Types – As described in Section 2.2, the bytecode compiler has limited datatype. These fixed datatypes make it impossible to express functional programs. For example, the following cannot be compiled using the bytecode compiler

\[ \text{Function[i,v,Module[{f=If[1\text{\#0, Sin, Cos]}},f[v]]}}. \]

since it has no way to represent function types. Furthermore, there is no mechanism within the bytecode compiler for users to extend these datatypes. To alleviate such limitation, the new compiler design is expected to support extensible types and allow users to define their own.

Automatic Memory Management – The Wolfram Language uses an automatic memory management scheme to manage the lifetime of expressions. Internally, expressions maintain a reference count and are freed when their count reaches 0. Since expressions are passed in and out of the compiler, it is important for the reference count and lifetime to be maintained consistently. The new compiler design is expected to maintain equivalent memory management semantics.

Symbolic Computation – Some operations are more natural to be performed symbolically. Because the bytecode compiler lacks support of expression datatypes, it does not support symbolic computation. There is an urgent need to support it however, since it allows one to represent equations (e.g. for use within numerical solvers) or to manipulate expressions.
Gradual Compilation — Because the Wolfram Language’s long history, users have amassed a large amount of code. Therefore it is not realistic to expect users to switch all their code to utilize the compiler. Both compiled and interpreted code thus are expected to intermingle. The new compiler must provide a bridge between interpreted and compiled code where compiled functions can invoke the interpreter to interpret parts of the code. This feature is analogous to gradual typing [69, 75].

Standalone Export — The bytecode compiler provides a pathway to export bytecode compiled code into a standalone C program. The C program can then be linked with external applications without requiring the Wolfram Engine. This feature is popular, since it means that users do not have to rewrite their Wolfram Language code and avoids dependence on the Wolfram Engine. The new compiler design must support this feature and extend it to support other export targets.

4 Compiler Design and Implementation

The new compiler is designed to address the limitations of the existing bytecode compiler, allow for easy extensibility, and facilitate the compilation of large programs. As a result, the Wolfram compiler is written as a package within the Wolfram Language. It follows a traditional compiler pipeline design: MExpr → WIR → TWIR → code generation. Where MExpr is the Wolfram Language AST, WIR is an untyped Wolfram compiler IR, and TWIR is a typed-annotated Wolfram compiler IR. All analysis and transforms are expressed either as AST or IR passes. We highlight important analysis and transformation passes and how they solve the objectives laid out is Section 3.

4.1 Wolfram Language Extensions

Since the Wolfram Language is untyped, the first challenge is retrofitting [52, 53, 76] type annotation into the Wolfram Language. The bytecode compiler has a design, which relies on patterns, for specifying types. This pattern-based approach introduces ambiguity for polymorphic types and does not support user types. Instead of patterns, we introduce a Typed construct to the language along with an unambiguous type specification (see Section 4.4).

Another language extension is to enable users to explicitly invoke the new compiler. The bytecode compiler is explicitly invoked by using Compile in place of Function. This is not an ideal design, since it requires users to rewrite their code and introduces a new function constructor which does not have full feature parity with the existing Function constructor (e.g. Compile has no syntax for representing pure functions). Instead of proposing a new function constructor, the new compiler opts to maintain the use of Function and performs explicit compilation when a function is wrapped with FunctionCompile. For example, the fib (defined in Section 2.1) can be compiled using:

```mathematica
fib[n_] := FunctionCompile[
  If[n < 1, 1, cfib[n-1] + cfib[n-2]]
]
```

4.2 Compiler AST Representation and Passes

FunctionCompile first represents the input program as an AST datastructure called MExpr. This is not difficult in the Wolfram Language, since programs can already be captured as inert expressions. We designed the MExpr datastructure for the compiler. MExprs are constructed from Wolfram inert expressions. Similar to Wolfram Language expressions, MExpr is either an atomic leaf node (representing a literal or Symbol) or a tree node (representing a Normal Wolfram expression) and can be serialized and deserialized. Arbitrary metadata can be set on any node within the AST.

Transformations and analyses are carried out on the AST using either the macro system or the MExpr visitor API. We highlight how the macro pattern-based substitution system simplifies desugaring and optimizations of ASTs, and how MExpr visitor API are used to analyze scoped variables.

Macro Based Desugaring and Optimization — While compiler developers can write AST transformations manually, using pattern-based macro substitution is more succinct and natural to Wolfram developers [91]. The macro system mimics the existing pattern-based expression substitution system within the Wolfram Engine with the key distinction being that substitution is hygienic [2, 19, 23, 24, 31]. Macro substitution has two aims: to desugar high-level constructs to their primitive forms and perform some "always-safe" AST-level optimizations. Macros are evaluated in depth-first order and terminate when a fixed point is reached. To demonstrate the macro system, consider the desugaring of the n-ary And (&) function as implemented within the compiler:

```mathematica
RegisterMacro[macroEnv, And,
  (*1*) And[x__] ^= x\[True],
  (*2*) And[False, _] ^= False,
  (*3*) And[_, False] ^= False,
  (*4*) And[True, rest__] ^= And[rest],
  (*5*) And[x__, y_] ^= If[x\[True], y\[True], False],
  (*6*) And[x__, y_, rest__] ^= And[And[x, y], rest]
]
```

As shown, macros are registered within an environment (a default environment bundled by the compiler). The And macro has multiple rules that are matched based on the rules’ pattern specificity and adhere to the Wolfram pattern ordering [91]. The first (*1*) macro rule desugars a unary And function into an equality check. The second and third rules are AST-level optimizations to replace the And with
False if one of its arguments is False. The fourth rule skips the first argument if it is True. The fifth rule performs short circuiting on the And function by desugaring it into an If condition. The sixth rule desugars an n-ary And into a nested binary And.

**MEExpr Visitor API: Binding Analysis** — An important AST analysis is the handling of scoped variables [9, 30, 61]. The Wolfram Language has various scoping constructs (Module, Block, With, etc.), each of which has slightly different semantics. The binding analysis uses the MEExpr visitor API to traverse all scoping constructs within the MEExpr. It then adds metadata to each variable and links it to its binding expression. Along the way, the MEExpr is mutated and all scoping constructs are desugared, nested scopes are flattened out, and variables are renamed to avoid shadowing. For example code such as Module[{a=1,b=1},a+b+Module[{a=3},a]] is rewritten to Module[{a=1,b=1,a1=3},a+b+a1]. By flattening the scopes, subsequent analysis and transformations on the MEExpr are greatly simplified. Escape analysis [18] is also performed as part of the binding analysis. Escaped variables are annotated and are used during closure conversion [35, 73].

### 4.3 Untyped Wolfram IR Representation and Passes

The second phase of compilation is lowering the MEExpr into untyped Wolfram Intermediate Representation (WIR). At the onset, a decision was made to develop a new IR. The rational is three fold: (1) we want the IR to have a symbolic Wolfram representation, (2) we want the IR to represent both typed and untyped code, and (3) we want to be able to attach arbitrary metadata to each IR node. Existing IRs would either be limiting or introduce external dependencies — complicating the design and implementation.

The WIR structure is inspired by the LLVM IR [50]. A sequence of instructions form a basic block, a DAG of basic blocks represent a function module, and a collection of function modules form a program module. Other elements such as: global program metadata, global variables, constant definitions, and type declarations of external functions are placed into the program module.

**Lowering MEExpr to WIR** — Unlike LLVM Clang, which lowers all local variables into stack loads and stores — relying on an additional pass to promote variables from the stack to virtual registers [22] —, the compiler lowers MEExprs directly into SSA form [15]. During lowering, if an IR node (variable, instruction, or function) has direct correspondence to an MEExpr, then the MEExpr is added as a property to the IR node. The MEExpr properties are used during error reporting and, later on, to generate debug symbols.

Going straight to SSA form simplifies analysis, and WIR passes maintain the SSA property\(^3\). Absent type information, not all optimizations are safe on the WIR. For example, it is not generally valid to perform copy propagation, since it may affect the language’s mutability semantics if the propagated copy is an expression. Still, there are many optimizations and analysis that are valid on the WIR. Optimizations on the control flow graph (dead-branch deletion, basic block fusion, etc.) or properties/analysis (dominator [21], loop-nesting [13, 62], liveness [12], etc.) are safe to perform on the WIR.

#### 4.4 Compiler Type System and Inference

The Wolfram Language is untyped, but type information is needed to generate fast code. Extensions to the language syntax were made to retrofit a type specification within the existing Wolfram Language (see Section 4.1). While every expression within a Wolfram program can be type annotated, this is not idiomatic of Wolfram code and places a significant burden on developers. Therefore, the compiler is designed to only require the minimal number of type annotations and infers the rest. The compiler stores all types and function definitions within a type environment and allow for user-defined datatypes. Type classes [36, 40] are used to group types implementing the same methods (Integral, Ordered, Reals, Indexed, MemoryManaged, etc.).

**Type System Specification** — Any expression within a Wolfram program can be type annotated. A type can be specified on an expression either through the Typed[expr, "ty"] syntax or an expression decorator Typed["ty"][expr] syntax (or the Typed["ty"]@expr shorthand notation). The type specification (TypeSpecifier) supports both monomorphic and polymorphic types. The type classes can be used as qualifiers [44] for the polymorphic types. A TypeSpecifier can be:

- **Atomic Constructor**: "Integer8", "Real64", etc.
- **Compound Constructor**: e.g. "Tensor["Integer64", 2]" — a rank 2 tensor with "Integer64" element type.
- **Literal**: e.g. TypeLiteral[1, "Integer64"] — a type-level constant of value 1 and of type "Integer64".
- **Function**: e.g. {"Integer32", "Integer32"}→"Real64" — a function with two "Integer32" arguments and a "Real64" return.
- **Polymorphic Function**: e.g. TypeForAll["a", {"a"}→"Real64"] — a parametric function with any "a" type as argument which returns a "Real64".
- **Qualified Polymorphic Function**: e.g. TypeForAll["a", "a" ∈ Integral, {"a"}→"Real64"] — a parametric function with any "a" argument type which implements the "Integral" type class and returns a "Real64".

Types can be arbitrarily nested. For example, the type TypeSpecifier[TypeForAll["α", "β"], {"α"}, {"β"}→"β", "Tensor["α", 1]"→"Tensor["β", 1]]] is valid, and in fact is one of the definitions of Map. The compiler also supports other

\(^3\)An IR linter exists to check if the SSA property is maintained when writing passes.
Type constructs such as `TypeProduct` and `TypeProjection`, which are used to handle structural types.

**Type Inference** – The compiler leverages type inference [56] to minimize the number of type annotations that needs to be explicitly written by users. In fact, it is enough to specify the input type arguments to a function. The types of all other variables within the function are inferred. Type inference occurs as a two-phase process [5, 37, 38]. In the first phase, the IR is traversed to generate a system of constraints handling rules [32, 33]. There are only a handful of constraints including:

- **EqualityConstraint**[$\alpha, \beta$] constraints the type $\alpha$ to be equal to $\beta$. For example, the types $\alpha$ and $\beta$ must unify.
- **AlternativeConstraint**[$\alpha, (\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots)$] constraints $\alpha$ to be equal to any one $\beta_i$.
- **InstantiateConstraint**[$\tau, \rho, m$] constraints $\tau$ to be an instance of the polymorphic type $\rho$ with respect to the monomorphic set $m$.
- **GeneralizeConstraint**[$\alpha, \tau, m$] constraints $\alpha$ to be a generalization of $\tau$ with respect to the monomorphic set $m$.

The system of constraints are then solved. The solver creates a graph where every node in the graph is a constraint. An edge exists between two constraints in the graph if their computed between the matched types. Lack of ordering is an ambiguity and the compiler raises an error.

**Expressiveness and Extensibility of the Type System** – Functions are defined within a type environment. Function definitions can be overloaded by type, arity, and return type. This is different from some other languages [41] which do not allow for arity-based overloading. Multiple type environments can be resident within the compiler; a default built-in type environment is provided. Users can extend the type environment and specify which type environment to use at **FunctionCompile** time\(^1\). As an example, the definition for the `Min` is shown here:

```plaintext
tyEnv["declareFunction", Min,
Typed[TypeForAll[="\alpha", \"\tau\", \"\rho\"],
{\"\alpha\" \\in \\"Ordered\", \"\tau\" \\in \\"Container\"},
{\"\tau\"[\"\alpha\", \"\rho\"] \rightarrow \"\alpha\"]
]@ Function[[arry], Fold[Min, arry]]
]
```

**4.5 Typed Wolfram IR Representation and Passes**

WIR variables are annotated with the types inferred by the type inference pass. A WIR where all the variables have been type annotated is called a Typed Wolfram Intermediate Representation (TWIR). Having the same representation means that transformations can introduce untyped instructions (changing a TWIR back to a WIR). When this occurs, the type inference is rerun and a TWIR representation is reconstructed. Traditional compiler optimizations such as: sparse conditional constant propagation [79], common sub-expression elimination [20], dead code elimination [47], etc. are implemented within the compiler and are safe to perform on the TWIR. This section highlights some analysis, transformations, optimizations used in the compiler and describe how they solve the objectives and challenges introduced in Section 3.

**Function Resolution** – The first transformation performed on the TWIR is to resolve all function implementations within the program. For each call instruction, a lookup into the type environment is performed. A lookup can either return a monomorphic or polymorphic function implementation. It can also find no matching implementation; reporting an error. If a function has a monomorphic implementation, then it is inserted into the TWIR. If the function exists polymorphically within the type environment, then it is instantiated with the appropriate type, the function is inserted into the TWIR, and the call instruction is rewritten to the mangled name of the function. A function is inlined at this stage if it has been marked by users to be forcibly inlined.

**Abortable Evaluation** – The generated code must be abortable. While a valid solution of handling aborts is by inserting a check after each TWIR instruction, this would inhibit many optimizations. Instead, the compiler performs analysis to compute the loops [13, 62] and then inserts an abort check at the head of each loop. Since functions can be recursive; e.g. the `cfib` in Section 4.1 function. The compiler also inserts an abort check in each function’s prologue. The abort checks if a user initiated abort signal has been issued to the Wolfram Engine and, if so, throws a hardware exception.

\(^1\)We use this to perform compilation for different architectures. For example the CUDA type system is different from the one for the Wolfram Language, since CUDA has different semantics.
The compiler generates the code needed to free resources if the exception is thrown.

**Maintaining Mutability Semantics** — The compiler relies on a few analysis and transformations to preserve the mutability semantics. Given a program such as

\[
x = \{\ldots\}, \ldots; \quad y[1] = 3, \text{ a copy of } x \text{ is only needed if } y \text{ aliases } x \text{ and if } x \text{ is used in subsequent statements. Both alias \[57\] and live \[12\] analysis are performed to determine the above conditions. A copy is performed if the above conditions are satisfied.}

**Automatic Memory Management** — The Wolfram Language is memory managed. The compiler computes the live intervals \[82\] of each variable in the TWIR. For each variable, a MemoryAcquire call instruction is placed at the head of each interval, and MemoryRelease is placed at the tail. Both MemoryAcquire and MemoryRelease are written polymorphically and are noop for unmanaged objects and Reference Increment and ReferenceDecrement for reference counted objects.

**Expression Boxing and Unboxing** — The compiler follows the existing interpreter’s semantics to seamlessly integrate with it. To the Wolfram interpreter, all functions have the signature of TypeSpecification("Expression") → "Expression". Therefore, the compiler wraps each compiled function with an auxiliary function. The auxiliary function takes the input expression, unpacks and checks (using the compiled function type signature) if it matches the expected number of arguments and types. The auxiliary function then calls the user function and packs the output into an expression. This auxiliary function is the one called by the Wolfram interpreter.

**Soft Numerical Failure** — The compiler needs to invoke the interpreter as a fallback when runtime numerical errors are thrown. All machine numerical operations are checked for errors by the compiler runtime. Similar to how abortable evaluation is handled, cleanup code is inserted into the TWIR function to handle numeric exceptions. Numerical exceptions are propagated to the top-level auxiliary function which calls the interpreter to rerun the function. For example, consider the cfib function in Section 4.1. When the compiled code detects an integer overflow (e.g. cfib[200]), it print a warning message and switch to the interpreter which evaluates the function with arbitrary precision integer:

\[
\text{In}[2]:= \text{cfib}[200]
\]

\[
\text{CompiledCodeFunction} \text{A compiled code runtime error occurred: reverting to\text{uncompiled evaluation: IntegerOverflow}⇒}
\]

\[
\text{Out}[2]:= 280571172992510140037611932413038677189525
\]

**Symbolic Computation** — Users can perform symbolic computation within compiled code. Symbolic code still utilize the Wolfram Engine, but uses threaded interpretation \[27\] to bypass the Wolfram interpreter. Symbolic values have the "Expression" type. \text{cf=}FunctionCompile\[\text{Function}[[\text{Typed}[\text{arg1}, \text{"Expression"}], \text{Typed}[\text{arg2}, \text{"Expression"}]], \text{arg1}+\text{arg2}]]\text{, for example, can be compiled. Evaluating cf[1,2] returns 3, evaluating cf[x,y] returns x+y, and evaluating cf[x,Cos[y]+Sin[z]] returns x+Cos[y]+Sin[z].}

**Escape to Interpreter** — When hosted within the Wolfram Engine, compiled code may escape and call the interpreter using KernelFunction. A pass lowers KernelFunction into a call to the interpreter. This, seamless transition between using compiled and interpreted code, allows users to gradually migrate their code into the compiler.

**Library Export** — All code is JITed by default, but ahead of time compilation to a dynamic library can be performed using the FunctionCompileExportLibrary function. The exported library code can be loaded into a Wolfram Engine session using LibraryFunctionLoad — enabling ahead of time compilation. Code can also be exported to a standalone static library and used within external applications. Currently, when using code in standalone mode, certain functionalities such as interpreter integration and abortable code are disabled, since they depend on the Wolfram Engine.

**4.6 Code Generation**

The final step is to generate executable code. Code generation only operates on the fully typed TWIR code, and a compile error is issued if any variable type is missing. Multiple backends are supported by the compiler and an API for users to plugin their own backend. Currently, the compiler uses the LLVM backend by default and prototype backends exist to target C++, the existing Wolfram Virtual Machine, WebAssembly, and NVIDIA PTX.

**4.7 Extending the Compiler**

Care was taken to ensure the extensibility of the design and implementation. Users can extend the compiler by adding new macro rules, type system definitions, or transformation passes. Macros and type systems are defined within an environment which is passed in at FunctionCompile time. Passes can be enabled during the FunctionCompile call. Macro rules, type system definitions, and passes can be predicated on the FunctionCompile options, or AST/IR analysis. For example, we can write a macro predicate on the TargetSystem option to FunctionCompile to transform a Map function into one that runs on CUDA if the TargetSystem is CUDA:

\[
\text{RegisterMacro}[\text{macroEnv}, \text{Map}, \text{Conditioned}[@\text{TargetSystem}→ \text{CUDA}]]; @\text{Map}[f_, \text{lst}_] \mapsto \text{CUDA}^\langle f, \text{lst} \rangle]
\]
4.8 Applicability to Other Languages

The proposed compiler design, analysis, and transformation are relevant to many scripting languages. We found the pipeline MExpr → WIR → TWIR → code generation and the ability to perform analysis and transforms at any stage to be very productive. Some analysis is simpler to perform at a high level, whereas others are more general at the low level IR [51].

The compiler’s integration with the interpreter is one of its key features. There has been significant research on compiling scripting language compilers [14, 34, 49]. These compilers, however, have limited use in industry, since they inevitably encounter code that cannot be compiled. Our pragmatic solution to enable the use of the interpreter for “uncompilable” blocks of code increases compiler adoption. Furthermore, it allows the language to evolve without being limited by what can be compiled. Another applicable feature is the compiler’s abortability feature. Clones of the Wolfram Notebook interface exist for other scripting languages [46, 59, 63, 67], and abort behavior is desired but, to our knowledge, no other languages support abortable code.

5 Implementation

Compiler Implementation – The compiler is implemented entirely within the Wolfram Language and is on the order of 100,000 lines of code. Passes average around 200 lines of code, and there are over 100 AST or IR passes. The compiler is backed by over 4,000 test cases which are run daily on the supported architectures. These test cases range from simple unit tests to more complicated application tests. Virtually no modifications were needed to the Wolfram Engine during the course of the compiler development. Currently, the compiler supports approximately 2,000 functions which cover 31 functionality areas of the Wolfram Language. Active work on expanding the list of support of functions is in progress, and a mechanism exists to prioritize function support by mining documentation pages and programs.

Compiler Availability – The compiler is in production [98] and is a long-term development project. The compiler is distributed as a package that is updated independently of the Wolfram Engine. Updates are rolled periodically and automatically pushed to users (typically on a monthly basis) from the Wolfram package repository. The new compiler is readily available to developers [100] and is supported on Linux (32-, and 64-bit x86, and 64-bit ARM), Windows (32-, and 64-bit x86), and macOS (64-bit x86). The compiler can also be used within the Wolfram Cloud.

Compiler Extensibility – One of the goals of the compiler is to lower the cost of adding or modifying compiler features. Extending the compiler leverages its API and requires no C programming or extensive knowledge of compiler internals.

Using the API, several developers have prototyped auto-compilation of functions used by numerical solvers (such as NDSolve, FindRoot, etc.), performed AST and IR manipulation for automatic differentiation [16], targeted CUDA for acceleration, and deployed compiled functions to WebAssembly to speedup Dynamic plots in the Wolfram Cloud Notebooks.

6 Evaluation

The performance of the new Wolfram compiler is measured using an internal benchmark suite. The benchmark suite is run daily and measures all aspects of the compiler: compilation time, time to run specific passes, performance of simple code, and performance of large programs. To highlight the performance aspects of the compiled functions, we select 7 simple benchmarks from the benchmark suite. The benchmarks cover diverse functionality areas. We compare against the pre-existing bytecode compiler as well as hand-optimized C implementations. The C implementations do not support abortability behavior. All benchmarks are run within Wolfram Engine v12 and compiler version v1.0.1.0 on a MacBook Pro 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 running macOS Mojave v10.14.6.

Since passes can be turned on or off, we can examine the causes of added overhead when performance is not what is expected. We look at abortability, since it has the biggest impact. Abort checking can be toggled as a compiler option or selectively on expressions by wrapping them with the Wolfram Engine’s TWIR and a mechanism exists to prioritize function support by mining documentation pages and programs.

Compiler Availability – The compiler is in production [98] and is a long-term development project. The compiler is distributed as a package that is updated independently of the Wolfram Engine. Updates are rolled periodically and automatically pushed to users (typically on a monthly basis) from the Wolfram package repository. The new compiler is readily available to developers [100] and is supported on Linux (32-, and 64-bit x86, and 64-bit ARM), Windows (32-, and 64-bit x86), and macOS (64-bit x86). The compiler can also be used within the Wolfram Cloud.

Compiler Extensibility – One of the goals of the compiler is to lower the cost of adding or modifying compiler features. Extending the compiler leverages its API and requires no C programming or extensive knowledge of compiler internals.

Using the API, several developers have prototyped auto-compilation of functions used by numerical solvers (such as NDSolve, FindRoot, etc.), performed AST and IR manipulation for automatic differentiation [16], targeted CUDA for acceleration, and deployed compiled functions to WebAssembly to speedup Dynamic plots in the Wolfram Cloud Notebooks.

6 Evaluation

The performance of the new Wolfram compiler is measured using an internal benchmark suite. The benchmark suite is run daily and measures all aspects of the compiler: compilation time, time to run specific passes, performance of simple code, and performance of large programs. To highlight the performance aspects of the compiled functions, we select 7 simple benchmarks from the benchmark suite. The benchmarks cover diverse functionality areas. We compare against the pre-existing bytecode compiler as well as hand-optimized C implementations. The C implementations do not support abortability behavior. All benchmarks are run within Wolfram Engine v12 and compiler version v1.0.1.0 on a MacBook Pro 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 running macOS Mojave v10.14.6.

Since passes can be turned on or off, we can examine the causes of added overhead when performance is not what is expected. We look at abortability, since it has the biggest impact. Abort checking can be toggled as a compiler option or selectively on expressions by wrapping them with the Wolfram Engine’s TWIR and a mechanism exists to prioritize function support by mining documentation pages and programs.

Compiler Availability – The compiler is in production [98] and is a long-term development project. The compiler is distributed as a package that is updated independently of the Wolfram Engine. Updates are rolled periodically and automatically pushed to users (typically on a monthly basis) from the Wolfram package repository. The new compiler is readily available to developers [100] and is supported on Linux (32-, and 64-bit x86, and 64-bit ARM), Windows (32-, and 64-bit x86), and macOS (64-bit x86). The compiler can also be used within the Wolfram Cloud.

Compiler Extensibility – One of the goals of the compiler is to lower the cost of adding or modifying compiler features. Extending the compiler leverages its API and requires no C programming or extensive knowledge of compiler internals.
and we provide a docker image to automate

therefore any operation on arrays incurs unboxing overhead. For example, disabling function inline within the new compiler results in a 10x slowdown for Mandelbrot over the C implementation. The second is due to unboxing of arrays and array indexing semantics. The bytecode compiler operates on boxed array, and therefore any operation on arrays incurs unboxing overhead. Furthermore, since Wolfram Language’s supports negative indexing, all array accesses must be predicated at runtime. I.e.

Figure 2. Seven benchmarks are selected from the benchmark suite. Results are normalized to highly optimized hand-written C implementation. For the bytecode compiler, slowdown is capped at 2.5 and the actual slowdown shown within the bar.

Blur – Performs a $3 \times 3$ Gaussian blur on a $1000 \times 1000$ single-channel image. An abort check is placed at the head of both loops in the benchmark. Since the body of the inner function loop is a trivial stencil computation, abortability adds considerable overhead.

Histogram – Performs 256-bin histogram on a uniformly distributed list of $10^6$ integers. Histogram is limited by memory load operations and abort checking inhibits vectorized loads.

PrimeQ – Checks the primality of integers in the range $[0, 10^6]$ using the Rabin-Miller primality test [60, 80]. To avoid testing primality for small integers, a $2^{14}$ seed table is generated using the Wolfram interpreter and embedded into the compiled code as a constant array. This table is also pasted into the hand-written C code. Due to non-optimal handling of constant arrays, we observe a 1.5x performance degradation. This issue is fixed in the upcoming version of the compiler.

QSort – Performs text-book quicksort on a pre-sorted $2^{15}$ list. The code is polymorphic and written in a functional style, where user define and pass the comparator function as an argument to the program. Function passing cannot be represented in the bytecode compiler, and therefore this program cannot be represented using the bytecode compiler. A 1.2x slowdown over hand-crafted C code is incurred, since the mutability semantics do not allow sorting to happen in place and a copy of the input list is made.

The new compiler consistently outperforms the bytecode compiler. This is due to two general shortcoming of the bytecode compiler. The first reason is that the bytecode compiler cannot inline functions, and for these benchmarks, which have very tight loops that operate on machine numbers, overhead due to function dispatch is large. For example, disabling function inline within the new compiler results in a $10x$ slowdown for Mandelbrot over the C implementation. The second is due to unboxing of arrays and array indexing semantics. The bytecode compiler operates on boxed array, and therefore any operation on arrays incurs unboxing overhead. Furthermore, since Wolfram Language’s supports negative indexing, all array accesses must be predicated at runtime. I.e.

array[idx] is executed as array[If[idx > 0, idx, Length[array] - idx]]. The new compiler address the first shortcoming by inlining primitive functions, and the second by adding optimizations to reduces the frequency of array unboxing and removal of redundant array indexing checks.

7 Related Work

Since we referenced related works throughout this paper, this section only highlights work dealing with overall compiler design of high level scripting languages. Compiling high level scripting languages is an active research topic. There are two schools of thought on compiling these languages. The first is to develop a new language that has the feel of a scripting language, but is in fact statically compiled [10, 11]. The other is to accelerate preexisting programming languages by either reducing the interpreter overhead [78], performing trace compilation [14, 39], or looking at a subset of the language [4, 49, 54]. This paper took the latter approach and proposed a design that addresses the objectives and constraints imposed by the Wolfram language. While certain aspects of the Wolfram Language have been studied [28, 29, 70, 71], to our knowledge, we are the first to describe a compiler for the Wolfram Language.

8 Conclusion

With programmer’s time being an ever-more scarce resource, compiler developers need to support languages that increase programmer’s productivity. The Wolfram Language has a history of providing solutions to computation problems in areas such as algebra, data science, calculus, statistics, and optimization. Through its wide domain coverage, melding of symbolic and numerical computation, and interactive Notebook interface, the Wolfram language provides a rich platform that increases programmer’s productivity. This paper describes the design and implementation of the Wolfram Language compiler. It shows that a careful compiler design maintains the productivity and the expected behavior of Wolfram Language while producing compiled code that rivals hand-written C code. The compiler is production grade and is a prominent feature of the Wolfram Engine v12 release.

A Artifact Appendix

The artifact shows how to run the compiler and the benchmarks presented in the paper. We will also describe how to get the intermediate textual representations of the compilation process. The artifact does require the use of the Wolfram Engine which is free to download from https://www.wolfram.com/engine/ and we provide a docker image to automate the process. The code is not restricted to run within the Wolfram Engine and can be run within any Mathematica or any Wolfram Notebook environment. The only requirement is that Mathematica must be version 12 or greater. The artifact
also requires internet access to download the Wolfram Engine along with other support functions which have been deployed to the Wolfram repository.

A.1 Artifact Check-List (Meta-Information)

- **Run-time environment:** Wolfram Engine
- **Hardware:** X86 or amd64 Windows, Linux, or MacOS
- **Metrics:** Wall-clock time
- **Experiment Workflow:** See bellow.
- **Publicly available:** Yes. Can be downloaded from [www.wolfram.com](http://www.wolfram.com) and the compiler is soon to enabled within the cloud at [cloud.wolfram.com](http://cloud.wolfram.com).
- **Documentation:** The Compiler is documented at [https://wolfram.com/FLVQZ6xI](https://wolfram.com/FLVQZ6xI). The documentation contains more examples than what is presented in the paper
- **Program:** FNV1A, Mandelbrot, Dot, Blur, Histogram, PrimeQ, QuickSort
- **Workflow frameworks used:** Docker.

A.2 Description

The code can be executed within any Wolfram Engine and all the code presented in the paper is valid Wolfram programs. The Wolfram Engine can be installed on the local system. For convenience, we provide a docker file which users can build and use. We also provide the benchmark programs used for the paper experiments.

A.2.1 Hardware and Software dependencies. The compiler runs natively on Windows (32- and 64-bit x86), Linux (32- and 64-bit x86 and ARM), and MacOS (64-bit x86).

A.3 Installation

The Wolfram Engine along with the compiler is free to download from [https://www.wolfram.com/engine/](https://www.wolfram.com/engine/). This artifact provides a ready-made docker image of the engine as well. A docker image is provided as an artifact, since the image is simple, it is embedded in this document:

```bash
FROM ubuntu
RUN apt update && apt install -y curl avahi-daemon wget sshpass sudo locales locales-all ssh vim expect libfontconfig1 libgl1-mesa-glx libasound2
RUN echo "en_US.UTF-8 UTF-8" > /etc/locale.gen && locale-gen
RUN wget https://account.wolfram.com/download/public/wolfram-engine/desktop/Linux && sudo bash LINUX --auto --verbose && rm LINUX
CMD ["/usr/bin/wolframscript"]
```

Copy the above into a file called Dockerfile and then build the docker image using

```bash
> docker build -t [[user_name]]/wolframengine:1.0.
```

where [[user_name]] is your dockerhub user name.

A.4 Activating and running the Wolfram Engine

The following steps are required to activate the Wolfram Engine.

A.4.1 Activating the Wolfram Engine. To activate the Wolfram Engine you need to start the docker image you just created and visit [wolfram.com/developer-license](http://wolfram.com/developer-license) to get a license for the Free Wolfram Engine for Developers. You will be asked to sign up for a Wolfram ID. Launch the docker image and sign in with your own Wolfram ID and type your Wolfram ID password. This will activate your Wolfram Engine. After the Wolfram Engine activates, evaluate the `$PasswordFile` command. The output is the location of the password file. Next, evaluate `FilePrint[$PasswordFile]` to print the content of the password file. Finally, quit the Wolfram Engine session using the Quit command. An example session is shown bellow:

```bash
> docker run -it [[user_name]]/wolframengine:1.0
The Wolfram Engine requires one-time activation on this computer.
Visit https://wolfram.com/developer-license to get your free license.
Wolfram ID: yourwolframid@example.com
Wolfram Language 12.0.0 Engine for Linux x86 (64-bit) Copyright 1988-2019 Wolfram Research, Inc.

In[1]:= $PasswordFile

In[2]:= FilePrint[$PasswordFile]
1e1d781ed0a3 6520-03713-97466 4304-2718-2K5ATR
5095-179-696:2,0,8,8:80001:20190627

In[3]:= Quit
```

A.4.2 Licence Persistence. Because Docker images starts a "clean" environment each time, the password information is lost across sessions. To persist the password information between sessions, one needs to store the password file on the host machine. On the host machine, first create a Licensing directory which will hold the password file:

```bash
> mkdir Licensing
> mv $PasswordFile Licensing/mathpass
```

Then, create a file called mathpass within the Licensing directory and copy the password (the output from `In[2]` above) into it.

A.4.3 Running the Wolfram Engine. To launch the Wolfram Engine with the password file from the host machine, use the `-v` option to mount the directory and make the `.Licensing` directory available to the docker image under `/root/.WolframEngine/Licensing`. If everything works
correctly, you should now be able to launch the docker image without being prompted with activation requests each time.

```bash
> docker run -it -v /path/to/local:/root/.WolframEngine/Linux x86 (64-bit) (April 7, 2019)  
```

A.5 Experiment Workflow

We will first describe how to perform basic compilation using the compiler, we will then describe how to get intermediate representation of these basic programs, and then show how to run the benchmarks presented in the paper on a supported system. We will conclude by briefly describing how to extend the compiler and where to get additional examples. In this section, we will assume the user is using an interactive session in the Wolfram Engine.

A.6 Intermediate Representations

First, it is useful to demonstrate how the compiler pipeline works at a basic level. We will use

```wolfram
In[1]: = addOne = Function.getType[arg, "MachineInteger"], arg + 1];
```

as a running example to show the high-level API of the compiler. The evaluator can copy the following code (following the `In[]` statement) and evaluate it within their session to get the results presented.

As described in the paper, the compiler uses a pipeline to translate the input AST into first a desugared AST, then a TWIR and WIR, then the backends can generate LLVM, assembly, or a library. Not all of these transformations are available in the System context, so the following code imports the Compile context:

```wolfram
In[2]= Needs["Compile"]
```

A.6.1 Generating AST. The `CompileToAST` returns a data structure which holds the AST of the input expression. For printing purposes, we convert the data structure to a string using the "toString" method. No macros are apply to the addOne and therefore the code is unchanged.

```wolfram
In[3]= CompileToAST[addOne["toString"]];
```

A.6.2 Generating WIR. To generate the internal WIR representation one uses the `CompileToIR` function. Note how all types are now annotated and the functions are resolved to their implementations. Here `checked_binary_plus_integer64_integer64` is a function defined within the compiler runtime library.

```wolfram
In[4]= CompileToIR[addOne,"OptimizationLevel"->None]["toString"]

Main:
start(1):
  2 | %1:TypeSpecifier[MachineInteger] = LoadArgument arg
  3 | %3 = Plus::%, 1
  4 | Jump end(2)
end(2):
  6 | Return %3

A.6.3 Generating TWIR. To generate the internal TWIR representation one uses the `CompileToIR` function. Note how all types are now annotated and the functions are resolved to their implementations. Here `checked_binary_+_integer64_integer64` is a function defined within the compiler runtime library.

```wolfram
In[5]= CompileToIR[addOne["toString"]]

Main: (Integer64)->Integer64
start():
  2 | %1:INTEGER = LoadArgument arg
  3 | %7:INTEGER = Call Native`PrimitiveFunction["checked_binary_+_integer64_integer64"]:(I64,I64)->I64
end(2):
  6 | Return %3

A.6.4 Generating LLVM. The LLVM IR can be generated using the documented `FunctionCompileExportString` function.

```wolfram
```

A.6.4 Generating LLVM. The LLVM IR can be generated using the documented `FunctionCompileExportString` function.

```wolfram
```

```wolfram
ModuleID = "WolframCompiledFunction\$6"
source_filename = "WolframCompiledFunction\$6"
target datalayout = "e-m:o-i64:64-f80:128-n8:16:32:64-S128"
target triple = "x86_64-apple-darwin"

; Function Attrs: inlinehint
define dllexport i64 @Main(i64 %var1) local_unnamed_addr 0  
  start_1:
    %var7 = tail call i64  
    @checked_binary_+_integer64_integer64(i64 %var1,  
      %i64 1), !linkage !5, !name !6  
    ret i64 %var7

disable all passes are disabled. We, again, only show the textual description of the data structure returned.
A.6.5 Generating Assembly. The system’s assembly instructions can be generated using the documented FunctionCompileExportString function.

```
In[7]:= FunctionCompileExportString[addOne, "Assembler"]
Out[7]= .section __TEXT__,__text,regular,pure_instructions
.globl _Main
.p2align 4, 0x90
_Main:
.cfif_startproc
movl $1, %esi
jmp _checked_binary_plus_Integer64_Integer64
.cfif_endproc
.subsections_via_symbols
```

A.6.6 Generating a Library. The compiler supports ahead of time compilation by generating a library which can be subsequently used within the Wolfram Engine. One can export a function as a library using the documented FunctionCompileExportLibrary function.

```
In[8]:= lib = FunctionCompileExportLibrary["addOne.dylib", addOne]
```

A.7 Evaluating the Benchmarks

With the basics demonstrated, we will show how to run the benchmarks presented in the paper within the Wolfram Engine. These benchmarks can be evaluated against handwritten C code to validate the results in the paper.

First, download the programs from the

```
In[9]:= CGOBenchmark = ResourceFunction["https://wolfr.am/I2CE1Lw1"]
```

The downloaded CGOBenchmark is a hash table where the keys are the name of the benchmarks and the values are their implementation. To evaluate dot, for example, a user writes

```
In[10]:= n = 100;
    a = RandomReal[1, {n,n}];
    b = RandomReal[1, {n,n}];
    CGOBenchmark["dot"][a,b]
```

A user can view the definition of the benchmarks either by looking at the posted files on the artifact repository or by doing

```
In[11]:= CGOBenchmark["dot"]
```

Futher examples and information are viewable online at https://wolfr.am/I2CE1Lw1 and an example notebook can be generated pragmatically using

```
In[12]:= ResourceObject[CGOBenchmark]["ExampleNotebook"]
```

The implementation of each benchmark are also accessible by accessing the "implementation" field within the benchmark resource. For example, to get the implementation of the mandelbrot benchmark you do:

```
In[13]:= First[CGOBenchmark["implementation"]]["mandelbrot"]
Out[13]= Function[Typed[pixel0, "ComplexReal64"],
    Module[{iters = 1, maxIters = 1000, pixel = pixel0,
        While[iters < maxIters && Abs[pixel] < 2, pixel = pixel^2 + pixel0;
            iters++]; iters}]
```

More information about the repository is available at https://wolfr.am/I3kiVNaV.

A.8 Experiment Customization

The code provided can be edited to explore other aspects of the compiler. While the compiler’s source code is not open source, but it is readable and is located in "Location" /. PacletInformation[First[PacletFind["Compile"]]]. As described in the paper, the code base is written purely using the Wolfram Language and a user can modify the code to suit their needs.

A.9 Additional Examples


B Artifact Repository

The main artifact of the paper is the Wolfram compiler which is available within the Wolfram Engine. The specific version used in the paper is 1.0.1.0 and can be installed using

```
In[14]:= PacletInstall["Compile", "1.0.1.0"]
```

We also provide the source code for all the benchmarks presented in the paper through the Wolfram artifact repository. Users download the code using

```
In[15]:= ResourceFunction["https://wolfr.am/I2CE1Lw1"]
```

The artifact published above uses the Wolfram repository which is a permanent repository and forms the backbone of Wolfram knowledge bases such as Wolfram Alpha. The code is also published to https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3558339 which contains the C and bytecode compiler implementation of the benchmarks as well.
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